In the design of solid-propellant rocket motors, the ability to understand and predict the expected behaviour of a given motor under unsteady conditions is important. Research towards predicting, quantifying, and ultimately suppressing undesirable strong transient axial combustion instability symptoms necessitates a comprehensive numerical model for internal ballistic simulation under dynamic flow and combustion conditions. An updated numerical model incorporating recent developments in predicting negative and positive erosive burning, and transient, frequency-dependent combustion response, in conjunction with pressuredependent and acceleration-dependent burning, is applied to the investigation of instabilityrelated behaviour in a small cylindrical-grain motor. Pertinent key factors, like the initial pressure disturbance magnitude and the propellant's net surface heat release, are evaluated with respect to their influence on the production of instability symptoms. Two traditional suppression techniques, axial transitions in grain geometry and inert particle loading, are in turn evaluated with respect to suppressing these axial instability symptoms. 
NOMENCLATURE
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last fifty years or so, there has been a number of research efforts directed towards understanding the physical mechanisms, or at least the surrounding factors, behind the appearance of symptoms associated with nonlinear axial combustion instability [1] [2] in solid rocket motors (SRMs). Traditionally, these symptoms are a sustained axial pressure wave presence in the combustion chamber, sometimes accompanied by a substantial rise in the base chamber pressure [dc shift]. The motivation for these past and present studies was and is of course to bring this better understanding to bear in more precisely suppressing, if not eliminating, these symptoms. Studies of nonlinear axial combustion instability have ranged from numerous experimental test firing series on the one hand [3] , and linear/nonlinear acoustic theory modelling on the other [2, [4] [5] [6] . Largely, the acoustic analysis produces frequency-based standing wave solutions for a given chamber geometry, but typically without some useful quantitative information. On occasion, researchers have employed a numerical modelling approach, to work towards a more comprehensive quantitative understanding of the physics involved [7] [8] . The numerical model would typically produce a travelling wave solution to a limit pressure wave amplitude and a corresponding small or larger dc shift in chamber pressure, a time-based result evolving from an initial pulse disturbance introduced into the chamber flow. Available computational power and associated result turnaround times commonly forced some simplifications in the given numerical model. A comprehensive numerical model for simulation of nonlinear dynamic flow and combustion conditions is ultimately essential in the quest for the ability to predict and quantify axial combustion instability symptoms in SRMs. An effective model combines the effects of the unsteady one-or two-phase flow, the transient combustion process, and the structural dynamics of the surrounding propellant/casing structure. On the numerical prediction side, as various component models evolve, say for transient burning rate or structural vibration, their incorporation into an overall internal ballistics simulation program allows for new motor firing simulations to take place, which in turn allows for updated comparisons to available experimental firing data. Examples of pulsed motor firing simulations completed previously, at interim stages of earlier simulation model development, may be found in [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In the present investigation, an updated numerical model incorporating the above attributes is used in the prediction of the unsteady nonlinear instability-related behaviour in a cylindrical-grain motor. The focus of this study will be on strong axial shock-wave-related symptoms; two-and three-dimensional instability symptoms of smaller magnitude, e.g., due to vortex shedding observed in segmented motors, will not be under consideration here. A more recent version of a transient burning rate model (based on the Zeldovich-Novozhilov [Z-N] approach [13] [14] [15] [16] , with specific modifications for the simulation model as described in [17] ) is employed for the present study. The latest version of this Z-N model allows for the inclusion of a net surface heat of reaction term (∆H s ), that better enables a match to experimental response data. Additionally, the combustion module for the simulation program employs a recently updated erosive burning model [18] (that allows for prediction of negative erosive burning at low flow speeds, where the overall burning rate falls below the base pressure-dependent value, in addition to prediction of positive augmentation at higher flow speeds). Example results are presented in this paper in order to provide the reader with some background on the sensitivities of a number of pertinent parameters in the present study of a small cylindrical-grain SRM, including such key factors as the aforementioned ∆H s , and the initial pressure disturbance magnitude ∆p d , with respect to the appearance of axial instability symptoms. Two traditional means for instability suppression are in turn demonstrated: modifying the internal port geometry, and introducing inert particles into the core flow.
NUMERICAL MODEL
A simplified schematic diagram of the physical system of an SRM placed on a static test stand is provided in Figure 1 . In this case, the cylindrical-grain motor is free to vibrate radially without any external constraint (i.e., only constrained as indicated by the thick steel static-test sleeve surrounding the aluminum flightweight motor casing), while axial motion is constrained to a large degree by the thrust-measuring load cell (represented here as a spring/damper) at the lefthand boundary. Under normal (nominal) quasi-equilibrium operating conditions, the internal gas flow (or gas-particle flow, if two-phase) moves smoothly from the burning propellant surface through and beyond the exhaust nozzle.
The equations of motion describing the nonsteady core flow within the SRM must be solved in conjunction with the local burning rate r b of the solid propellant, and the surrounding structure's instantaneous geometric deformation. As pertains to the present study of a small motor having a larger length-to-diameter ratio, the quasi-one-dimensional hydrodynamic conservation equations for the axial gas flow are given below: 
Here, the total specific energy of the gas is defined for a thermally perfect gas as
The corresponding equations of motion for an inert (non-burning) monodisperse particle phase within the axial flow may be found from:
Here, the total specific energy of a local grouping of particles is given by
where T p is the mean temperature of that group. The particles (and gas) that enter into the central core flow from the burning propellant surface, at a given time step, are assumed to enter without any flow losses (in past acoustic analyses, a flow-turning loss factor has been considered as potentially having some influence on the resulting pressure wave behaviour). As outlined in [19] , the viscous interaction between the gas and particle phases is represented by the drag force D, and the heat transfer from the core flow to the particles is defined by Q. In the case of drag between the gas and a representative spherical particle at a given axial location, one notes that: (7) where C d is the drag coefficient for a sphere in a steady flow with low flow turbulence (determined as function of relative Reynolds number, relative flow Mach number, and temperature difference between the particle and the gas). In the case of heat transfer from the core flow to a representative particle at a given axial location, the following applies:
where the Nusselt number Nu can be found as a function of Prandtl and relative Reynolds number for a sphere of mean diameter d m .
Longitudinal acceleration appears in the gas and particle momentum and energy equations as a body force contribution within a fixed Eulerian reference (fixing of x = 0 to motor head end, x positive moving right on structure as per Figure 1 ; acceleration of local surrounding structure rightward is designated positive ), and may vary both spatially along the length of the motor and with time. The effects of such factors as turbulence can be included through one or more additional equations that employ the information from the bulk flow properties arising from the solution of the above onedimensional equations of motion. As per Figure 1 , the flow system is bounded on the left-hand side by a zero-flow condition at the head end wall, and a continuous-flow condition on the right-hand side at the nozzle exit plane (supersonic exit flow). The principal differential equations themselves can be solved via a higher-order, explicit, finite-volume random-choice method (RCM) approach [9] [10] [11] [12] , a Riemann solver known for low artificial dispersion over time of wave activity in tubes, etc. [19] .
Structural vibration can play a significant role in unsteady SRM internal ballistic behaviour, as evidenced by experimentally observed changes in combustion instability symptoms as allied to changes in the structure surrounding the internal flow (e.g., propellant grain configuration, wall thickness, material properties [20] [21] [22] ). In the past it was typical in acoustic analyses to treat the surrounding structure as nominally rigid, and assigning an impedance loss factor to the head end and/or the nozzle regions. The aforementioned experimental observation of structure-dependent combustion instability has led to more recent consideration of such factors as cyclic normal acceleration of the propellant surface, induced by the passage of travelling internal-flow pressure waves, acting to augment the local transient burning rate [9] . As discussed later in this paper, solid propellants, especially those at lower base burning rates, can experience substantial increases in burning under a normal acceleration field. In the oscillatory situation of shock wave passage back-and-forth in the chamber, transient acceleration peaks at the propellant surface can exceed 10000 g. The level of sophistication required for modelling the motor structure (propellant, casing, static-test sleeve, nozzle) and applicable boundary conditions (load cell on static test stand) can vary, depending on the particular application and motor design. Loncaric et al [11] and Montesano et al [12] employed a finite-element approach towards the structural modeling of the given motor configuration. In the present study, a cylindrical-grain configuration allows for a simpler approach via thick-wall theory, as reported in [9] . The radial deformation dynamics of the propellant/casing/sleeve are modelled by a series of independent ring elements along the length of the motor. Axial motion along the length of the structure is modelled via beam theory, and bounded by the spring/damper load cell at the motor's head end. Viscous damping is applied in the radial and axial directions. Reference structural properties are assumed for an ammonium-perchlorate/hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (AP/HTPB) composite propellant surrounded by an aluminum casing
and steel sleeve. For greater accuracy, some properties like the propellant/casing/sleeve assembly's natural radial frequency may be predetermined via a finite-element numerical solution (as was done here), rather than via theoretical approximations. With respect to transient, frequency-dependent burning rate modeling, the Z-N solidphase energy conservation approach used in the present simulation program may be represented by the following time-dependent temperature-based relationship (see [17] ): (9) where r b, qs is the quasi-steady burning rate (value for burning rate as estimated from steady-state information for a given set of local flow conditions), T i is the initial propellant temperature, and in this context, ∆T = T(y, t) -T i is the temperature distribution in moving from the burning propellant surface at y = 0 (and T = T s ) to that spatial location in the propellant where the temperature reaches T i . One may note at this juncture the inclusion of a net surface heat release term, ∆H s , in the calculations. This term is commonly included as an add-on correction to the solid-phase energy contribution in an energyconservation model involving solid propellants (e.g., see Eq. (15) below for erosive burning). On a pragmatic level, adjusting the value of ∆H s positively upward (more exothermic contribution) increases the burning response magnitude of the propellant at a given frequency, and visa versa for a more endothermic contribution, which acts to deaden the response [17] . The transient heat conduction in the solid phase can be solved by an appropriate finite-difference scheme. One needs to take care in setting the solid-phase spatial increment ∆y, to be in accordance with the Fourier stability limit ∆y Fo , which is a function of the chosen time increment ∆t [17] , which in this study is on the order of 1 × 10 -7 s, based on the axial node distribution for this size of motor (head end to nozzle exit plane). The time increment itself must be coordinated between the flow and structural model solution systems [12] . In Eq. (9), r b * is the nominal instantaneous burning rate, as predicted by that energy-conservation equation, for a given time step. The actual instantaneous burning rate r b may be found as a function of r b * through the rate limiting equation [17] , (10) The rate limiting coefficient K b effectively damps the unconstrained burning rate r b * when for a finite time increment ∆t:
This damping acts to constrain the exchange of energy through the burning surface interface, allowing for some variability in better comparing to a given set of experimental
1 0 ∆ ∆ response data, and prevent so-called burning-rate "runaway" (unstable divergence of r b with time). The quasi-steady burning rate may be ascertained as a function of various parameters; in this study, as a function of local static pressure p, core flow velocity u (erosive burning component), and normal/lateral/longitudinal acceleration, such that:
The pressure-based burning component may be found through de St. Robert's law: (13) The flow-based erosive burning component (negative and positive) is established through the following expression [18] : (14) where at lower flow speeds, the negative component resulting from a stretched combustion zone thickness (δ r > δ o ) may cause an appreciable drop in the base pressuredependent burning rate r o . The stretching of the flame zone at low speed may be viewed as being the result of a laminar-like sliding process of the local axial flow in the boundary layer acting to extend and curve the path of a representative particle moving up from the burning surface towards the flame front, such that the effective reactive length is increased. From [18] , in the low-speed regime, the following expression may be applied, such that the core flow Darcy-Weisbach friction factor f is below the limit value f lim at which point negative erosive burning is no longer in effect: (15) The parameter K δ is a shear layer coefficient, whose value set at 2600 m -1 , along with a value for f lim of 2.5 × 10 -4 , produced a good comparison to experimental data for various propellants and motors [18] . At higher flow speeds where flow turbulence begins to become more intense, the positive erosive burning component r e , established from a convective heat feedback premise [18, [23] [24] , should dominate: = + + of normal acceleration a n resulting from radial propellant/casing/sleeve vibration may be determined via [25] : (17) The above equation for overall burning rate is transcendental, with the applicable solution for r b being greater than the base burning rate value of r o , as the parameter G a becomes more negative in value, as noted below. The compressive effect of normal acceleration and the dissipative effect of steady or oscillatory longitudinal (or lateral, if say for a star grain configuration) acceleration is stipulated through the accelerative mass flux G a : (18) Note that the longitudinal/lateral-acceleration-based displacement orientation angle φ d is greater than the nominal acceleration vector orientation angle (φ; zero when only normal acceleration a n relative to the burning propellant surface is present [25] ). One should also note that a n is negative when acting to compress the combustion zone, and treated as zero when directed away from the zone (in correlating with experimental observation). With respect to the burning surface temperature T s , one has the option of treating it as constant, or allowing for its variation, depending on the phenomenological approach being taken for estimating the burning rate [17] . Based on good comparisons in general to experimental data as reported in [17] , a constant T s was employed in the Z-N phenomenological combustion model, for the present ballistic simulations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The characteristics of the reference motor for this study are listed in Table 1 . The motor, based in large measure on a similar experimental motor [9] , is a small (half-metre-long) cylindrical-grain design with an aluminum casing and static-test steel sleeve, with a relatively large length-to-diameter ratio. The reference base operating pressure in the motor chamber for the example simulations in this paper, around 10.5 to 11 MPa, is in correspondence with this test motor, which had been configured for combustion instability studies at a higher chamber pressure to be potentially more susceptible to symptom development [9] . A typical mean operational pressure for a solid rocket motor utilized by a flight vehicle is more likely somewhat lower, say closer to 7 MPa, or even lower, to save on chamber structural wall thickness (and thus weight). The motor at the time of pulsing has a moderate port-to-throat area ratio, with a considerable propellant web thickness remaining. The resonant fundamental radial frequency of the structure is around 15 kHz at this juncture in the firing; passage of the resulting sustained axial shock wave may produce peak normal accelerations on the order of 1000 g or more at the steel sleeve external wall, and on the order of 10000 g or more at the propellant surface [9] . The predicted combustion frequency response for the AP/HTPB propellant at three different settings for the net surface heat release value may be viewed in Figure 2 . The resulting response profile for the lowest value of ∆H s (30000 J/kg) is typical for a nonaluminized composite propellant, showing a moderate peak magnitude, while the heightened profiles at the higher ∆H s values would be indicative of a motor having an increasingly undesirable susceptibility to instability symptoms. The general response is given in terms of the nondimensional limit magnitude , defined by [17] 
where the reference burning rate r b, o in this case is the motor's approximate mean burn rate at the point of pulsing (1.27 cm/s), being subjected to a ±0.1 cm/s sinusoidal component on r b, qs from t = 0 s; the limit amplitude for r b, peak would equal r b, qs, peak (1.37 cm/s) when is unity. The propellant's resonant combustion frequency f r is set via the value of K b (20000 s -1 ) to be on the order of 1 kHz (a value within the range of what might be expected for this type of composite propellant at that base burning rate). This value for f r is in fact relatively close to the fundamental longitudinal acoustic frequency f 1L of the combustion chamber, in providing examples later in this paper that are close to the worst-case scenario for susceptibility to axial combustion instability symptoms.
As a first case of interest, one can examine the result for the reference motor when one has no frequency dependence in the burning rate model. Here, the Z-N response is removed, and as a result, the actual burning rate will be assumed to follow the quasisteady burning equations at any given instant, without any lead or lag in value. A pulse is introduced into the flow to initiate wave activity, in a manner corresponding to experimental, pyrotechnically pulsed firings. The pulse magnitude in the simulations may be substantially greater than one might see in actual firings, in order to enhance the potential for triggering a motor into instability, in some of the simulation runs. As noted later, when a stronger Z-N burning-rate response is included, a lower disturbance magnitude, corresponding to pyrotechnic pulse strengths seen in actual test firings, may suffice for triggering the simulation model into instabilty. In the present simulations, the initial travelling pulse disturbance's shape is set as a relatively steep-fronted step above the local base pressure, a moderate-length midsection at the step's nominal magnitude of ∆p d , with a shallower ramped tail at the end of the step, to return to the base pressure of the chamber; the overall initial pulse length is on the order of 20% of the motor's grain length. Figure 3 illustrates a segment of the motor's head-end pressure-time firing profile, showing a sustained 1L (single-wave) axial wave system after the initial strong (24 atm) pulse disturbance (a 12-atm pulse disturbance was also able to deliver a sustained 1L wave system, while a 6-atm disturbance could not). There is a clearly evident dc shift or base pressure rise of around 1.5 MPa (from a mean chamber pressure of 10.5, to about 12 MPa) associated with this activity. This is primarily resulting from the transient acceleration-augmented burning of the local propellant with each shock wave passage, and the corresponding structural vibration at the propellant surface peaking around 10000 g. Figure 4 provides a clearer picture of the travelling pressure wave's shape over a given cycle a bit later into the firing. The post-shock-front decay is quite rapid in dropping to the base pressure before the subsequent shock front arrival at a later time as one begins the next cycle. One can now incorporate the Z-N frequency response into the burning rate model, with the usage of Eqs. (9) and (10) . For this case, a moderate net surface heat of reaction value of 30000 J/kg (exothermic release) is chosen, in conjunction with a K b setting of 20000 s -1 . In order to separate out the influence of ∆H s on the Z-N response behaviour, surface heat reaction terms in the quasi-steady burning component models will be retained at zero (a common selection for past simulations, when comparing to steadystate experimental data). Figure 5 illustrates a segment of the head-end pressure-time profile, showing a sustained 1L wave system after the initial strong (24 atm) pulse disturbance. Note that a weaker 12-atm pulse failed to produce a sustained 1L system. The limit axial wave magnitude is lower earlier in the firing (on the order of 3 MPa), and then transitions later to a higher limit magnitude (approaching 6 MPa). In regard to this transition, given the marked difference in system behaviour in moving from one quasi-equilibrium solution to another in a short period of time, one would suspect that a threshold of some kind has been passed by the system, in undertaking this trend change to a new equilibrium. One notes that the propellant web thickness with burnback is decreasing as the simulated firing progresses in time. This produces a higher port-tothroat area ratio when the travelling axial pressure wave impinges on the nozzle convergence section. From shock wave dynamics, a reflected shock wave will be stronger in magnitude subsequent to impingement on an area contraction of a higher ratio (in the limit, the peak magnitude being for wave impingement on a closed end wall). As a result, one might identify the increased area ratio, perhaps in passing a certain threshold value, as contributing to the upward transition of the pressure wave's strength. One may also note that the mean chamber pressure is increasing with time into the firing, and the burning surface area is increasing, given the cylindrical grain configuration. The transition in wave strength may be due in part to the base pressure passing above a threshold value (for supporting a higher wave strength), or due to the increased energy input of the increased burning surface area passing a certain threshold. Finally, one can note that the decrease in propellant web thickness would lead to a relative decrease in propellant surface deflection amplitudes for the same wave strength passing over it, and a moderate increase in the resonant radial vibration frequency. As a result, the net structural vibration effect on acceleration-related burning in contributing to the above transition in limit wave strength is not clear. As one might expect, the associated dc rise is lower earlier on prior to the transition, and more substantial later into the firing, with the substantially stronger axial shock wave present later in the firing. Figure 6 provides a clearer picture of the travelling pressure wave's shape over a given cycle, at its lower limit magnitude earlier in the firing simulation. One can clearly see that the post-shock decay profile of the wave's tail is now much shallower in comparison to that seen in Figure 4 , undoubtedly due to the lagging response of the local burning rate. Figure 7 shows an axial pressure wave profile from a comparable point in an experimental pulsed motor firing [9] . While the dc shift is relatively similar between Figs. 6 and 7, one can see that the pressure wave's limit magnitude (trough-topeak ∆p w ) is somewhat lower in the experimental case. In these simulation runs, the dc shift and the limit pressure wave strength are intimately tied to the acceleration sensitivity of the solid propellant's burning, and in turn the structural vibration characteristics of the propellant burning surface that delivers the acceleration input. The frequency-dependent response of the propellant burning appears to spread the energy of the pressure wave across a wider length (versus a steep shock front and a tail having a rapid drop-off in base pressure). A somewhat lower experimental value for ∆p w and a greater effective tail length (when comparing Figs. 6 and 7) might suggest that the frequency response of the experimental solid propellant is not exactly in line with the assumed response profile for the simulation model. Returning to the predictive model of the present investigation, increasing the propellant's exothermic surface heat release, to 150000 J/kg (from 30000 J/kg), results in a much more active motor, as evidenced in Figure 8 . Also, as demonstrated with the use of a much weaker pulse magnitude of 2 atm, the 1L wave system can more readily be triggered and sustained. The dc shift later in the firing is quite large, as is the limit wave magnitude. Acceleration-augmented burning is playing a large role here in these symptom magnitudes, but the heightened frequency response is also now a bigger influence, working in conjunction with structural vibration, in the resulting profile. The heightened frequency response is also allowing for a lower initial pulse disturbance to deliver a sustained wave profile. Figure 9 illustrates a 2L wave system (two travelling shocks of comparable strength within the combustor, versus one). This is brought about by the increase in the burning rate gain K b value from 20000 s -1 to 35000 s -1 , thus bringing the combustion response resonant frequency f r closer to (but still below) the chamber's two-wave acoustic resonant frequency of approximately 2 kHz. With a limit magnitude of about 4 MPa for each of the two axial pressure waves, and with two waves passing through the system, it is not surprising that the dc shift is markedly higher here (approximately 3.5 MPa in going from 10.5 to about 14 MPa), as compared to that seen in Figure 6 (around 1.5 MPa, in going from 10.5 to about 12 MPa),-with the increased structural vibration activity (approximately double the net acceleration input into the burning process for a 2L wave system, versus a 1L wave system earlier). In order to demonstrate further the interplay between cyclic acceleration and frequency-dependent response, one can remove the acceleration sensitivity of the solid propellant. Figure 10 shows the predicted result, with the same low initial pulse disturbance. The dc shift is now almost entirely absent. As shown by Figure 10 and the expanded wave profile of Figure 11 later in the firing simulation, the pressure wave's limit magnitude is significantly lower versus the earlier result of Figure 8 . Along with the weaker magnitude, one also notes that the axial wave no longer has an appreciable shock front, unlike the previous cases. Figure 12 illustrates the case of a lower net surface heat release value (100000 J/kg), bringing the limit magnitude of the 1L axial wave system down to about 0.05 MPa at t = 0.26 s, from approximately 1.42 MPa for a net surface heat release value of 150000 J/kg. The wave profile more closely resembles a simple sinusoidal cycle, at this low strength. where ∆p w is the limit pressure wave magnitude (peak-to-trough) for a given simulation, and ∆p w, peak is the reference zero-suppression pressure wave magnitude (1.42 MPa in this case, when acceleration effects are nullified) at the same juncture in the firing (in this case, 0.26 s is the reference time). Here, various M a curves are displayed as a function of nondimensional axial position (x/L) of the grain transition (given the area transition has a relatively shallow slope as required for a quasi-one-dimensional flow model, with the transition length being set at 30% of the grain length, the midpoint of the transition is the reference location), with each curve being at a particular area contraction ratio. The case of Figure 13 is just below the peak M a point of the 2:1 contraction curve in Figure 14 (i.e., approaching full suppression of sustained axial wave activity). The x-axis in essence represents the straight-cylinder case (no suppression at any axial position). At the left-hand end of the 1.5:1 contraction curve, the brace symbol represents that substantial variability up or down from the trend curve, when moving further left, can be expected. For example, for this case, early in the simulated firing for x/L of 0.25, a low pressure wave slowly appears to, as the internal core expands with burning, transition towards a new, higher wave limit beyond t = 0.26 s (the nominal reference time for these curves). Implementing a stronger initial pressure disturbance of 5 atm (as opposed to the reference ∆p d of 2 atm used for these runs) brings the higher wave limit solution to quasi-equilibrium early on (M a = 0.51, a value substantially below that expected from the trend curve in Figure 14) . The introduction of nonreactive spherical 10-µm-diameter aluminum particles (4% by mass) into the flow produces a substantial reduction in wave strength for the straightcylinder motor of Figure 10 , as illustrated by the results of Figure 15 magnitude of the 1L wave system is dropped from 1.42 MPa down to just below 0.5 MPa (a value for M a of 0.65) at 0.26 s into the firing. Historically, suppression of highfrequency tangential and radial pressure waves in SRMs by the use of particles in the range of 1 to 3% loading by mass has been in general largely successful. In the case of axial pressure waves, the effectiveness of particles from 1% to over 20% loading in suppressing wave development has been less consistent, relative to the previously mentioned transverse cases. In the case of Figure 15 , remembering that acceleration as a factor has been nullified in the combustion process, a loading of 4% at 10 µm does appear to be quite effective in suppressing (although not eliminating) axial wave development in this particular motor, at this point in its firing. An attenuation map for the above motor is provided in Figure 16 . Here, various M a curves are displayed as a function of aluminium particle diameter, with each curve being at a particular loading percentage. The case of Figure 15 is just below the peak M a point of the 4% loading curve in Figure 16 . The x-axis in essence represents the 0% loading case (no suppression at any particle diameter). The same juncture in the firing simulations is the time reference for each data point.
The analysis undertaken for this paper provides a few examples taken from past practice for how one might suppress, to some degree, instability symptoms within a given motor's design. By no means are these the only techniques available to the motor designer. Ramohalli [26] provides a good review of a number of techniques that have been attempted over the years. 
CONCLUSION
The implications of such factors as structural vibration and frequency-dependent combustion response on nonlinear axial combustion instability symptom development have been demonstrated by the example numerical simulation results presented in this study of a small cylindrical-grain solid rocket motor. Furthermore, the implications of such factors as grain geometry and inert particle loading on symptom suppression have been illustrated. Undoubtedly, further work remains to be done in establishing a more thorough understanding of the various mechanisms involved in driving instability symptoms in these motors, in both the axial and transverse directions. Future analyses can include the treatment of reactive particles, and appropriate tracking of particles of varying diameter in the flow. This and other efforts will allow for more refined and targeted techniques in suppressing these instability symptoms.
